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RELATIVEPROJECTIVITY,THE RADICALANDCOMPLETE
REDUCIBILITYIN MODULAR
GROUPALGEBRAS
BY

D. C. KHATRI
ABSTRACT. If H < G and every G-module is //-projective then (G, H) is a
projective pairing. If Rad F G C (Rad FH)FG then (G, H) is said to have property p. A third property considered is that for each irreducible //-module the
induced G-module be completely reducible.
It is shown that these three are equivalent properties
in many interesting
cases. Also examples are given to show
that they are, in general, independent of each other.

Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G and F a field of characteristic
The W-projective

FG-modules

were studied by Hochschild

[5]. Green [4] used this concept

the theory of vertices

class

of these subgroups

this case we call

to classify

and sources.

(property p:
connected

erty—the complete reducibility

tioned above are equivalent.

2. Preliminary

pairing.

See Definition

an FG-module,

of group algebras

mentioned above.

In this

under which the three properties

men-

We also show by means of an example that in general

definitions

and results.

p.
Let F be a field of characteristic

p divides

will be right modules,

FG being the group algebra

® denotes

In

induced from an irreducible

HE considered

|G|,

finitely

the order of G. All modules

generated

over F. Let 331be

of G over F, and let H be a subgroup

as FH-module

in a natural

if Si is a F/7-module, the induced FG-module is denoted by ÎI
where

the

As it turns out, another prop-

to the two properties

conditions

does not imply property

of G. By 3E„ we denote

3) of radicals

with this concept.

p > 0 and G a finite group such that

under consideration

through

As was shown in the last part of

of induced modules,

almost equivalent

paper we give some sufficient
pairing

FG-modules

H oí G for which every FG-module is //-projective.

(G, H) a projective

[7], a certain property

projective

indecomposable

In an earlier paper [7] we characterized

of G and H is closely

FH-module—is

p > 0.

[6] and D. G. Higman

the tensor product.

For standard

properties

way. Similarly,

= 3Í ®p[i FG,
of induced modules

we refer to Curtis and Reiner [3]» or Green [4].

Definition 1. Let H be a subgroup of G. An FG-module SJ1is said to be Hprojective

if every exact sequence

0—»3Î—* L —»SE—>0 of FG-modules

for which
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the associated

sequence

of restrictions

0 —»îl „ —»L„ —♦3J¡„ —»0 splits

over FH

is itself split over FG.
Definition

2. Let H < G. We say that

exact sequence

(G, H) is a projective

0 —»3t —►
L —►
3JI —»0 of FG-modules

pairing

if every

for which the exact sequence

0 —»31H —•LH —»lw -♦ 0 splits over F/7 is itself split over FG.
It follows

immediately

that

(G, //) is a projective

pairing

if and only if every

FG-module is ff-projective.
Definition 3. Let G = U¿-1 ^xi> xi = *> be a coset decomposition
H. Treating

FG as free module over FH with basis

(G, H) has property

p over F if, whenever

p. £ Rad FH, where Rad denotes
In [9] it is shown that property
sentatives

that property

of the choice of coset repre-

property in the sense

(G, H) and (H, K) have property

It is evident

6 Rad FG, p. £ FH, then each

radical of the ring concerned.

p is independent

and that it is a transitive

the pairs

Xp.x.

the Jacobson

that if K C H C G and

p then (G, K) has property

p is equivalent

of G over

\x., x-, • « •, xA we say that

to the requirement

p.

Rad FG Ç

(Rad FH)FG.
The following

cirteria

of H-projectivity

(2.1) The following statements

are due to Higman [5] and Green [4]:

for an FG-module 31 are equivalent:

(i) 3R is //-projective.
(ii) 31 is a component

(i.e. is isomorphic

(iii) There exists

an FH-module

(iv) There exists

an FH-endomorphisra

where

to a direct

summand of (™u) .

31 such that 3R is a component of 31 .

\x \ ate the coset representatives

7/ of 5Ä such that 2 .x~ r\xi = L^,

of G over H and 1^ is identity

mapping

over SK.
We list the following

two results

of [7] which we will use frequently:

(2.2) If KCH CG and (G, H) and (H, K) aie projective pairings, then
(G, K) is a projective pairing.
(2.3) (G, H) is a projective

group of G.
Definition

pairing

4. We define the following

if and only if H contains
classes

i? = ?(G, F) = f/7 < G\ (G, H) is a projective

of subgroups
pairing

a p-Sylow subof G:

over Fi,

31= ÍR(G,F) = \H < G\ (G, H) has property p over Fi,
(E= C(G, F) = \H < G\ fot each irreducible FH-module 31, the induced FGmodule 31 is completely reducible}.
Note that here H < G means H is a proper subgroup
sidered

of G, Ui being con-

as proper subgroup.

Also the following two results of D. A. R. Wallace ([12], [13]) will be important

to our discussion:

(2.4) If \G\ = pam, (p, m) = 1 then dimF (Rad FG) >p"~l;
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= 1 is a Frobenius group with kernel

P, a p-Sylow subgroup of G; p being the characteristic

base field F.
(2.5)'Let G be nonabelian and p||G|.
G P is a Frobenius

group with kernel

of the

Then Rad FG is central if and only if

G , the derived

group of G and complement

a p-Sylow subgroup P of G.
We will also use the result

about the dimension

of the radical

of FG due to

Brauer and Nesbitt [2]:
/

(2.6)

dim(RadFG)= \G\- E /L
F

fe=l *

where /.» • • •, j, ate the degrees

of absolutely

tions occurring in the regular representation

3. Relation

between projective

irreducible

of G.

pairing

property p and the complete reduc-

ibility of induced modules for normal subgroups.
as we shall see later,

to each other.
cases.

the three properties

As was realized

under consideration

In fact, they turn out to be equivalent

In this section

p-modular representa-

by Sinha Í9] and

are closely

related

to each other in many

we give a proof of their equivalence

for normal subgroups.

The following theorem was proved by Sinha [9]. We state it and refer to the above

paper for the proof.
Theorem 1. Let H be a subgroup of G. If for each irreducible
the induced

FG-module

Conversely

if H A G and (G, H) has property

for every irreducible

Remark.

3i

is completely

FH-module

In particular,

(i) H contains

FH-module

then (G, H) has property

p then 3t

is completely

3t,
p.

reducible

31.

we always

We now prove the following
Theorem 2. Let

reducible

have

C Ç Jv.

theorem.

H A G. Then the following
a p-Sylow subgroup

(ii) (G, H) is a projective

statements

are equivalent:

of G.

pairing.

(iii) (G, H) has property p.
(iv) For every irreducible
Proof.

The equivalence

FH-module

31, 31

is completely

irreducible.

of (i) and (ii) was proved by Khatri and Sinha [7] and

(iv) implies (iii) by Sinha [S>]. (Note that normality of H in G is irrelevant
these implications.)

We now prove that (ii) =* (iv) and (iii) =» (i).

(ii). ==»(iv). Suppose that H à G and (G, H) is a projective
G = \J.Hx.,

h eH,

for

x. = 1, be a coset decomposition

pairing.

of G over H. We observe

x.h = <f>.(b)x. for all i, where each (pfji) induces an automorphism
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normal subgroup H. We can extend each 0. to an automorphism of FH by linearity.

Now let 31 be an irreducible FH-module. Then 3lG = 02.3t
sum) where each 31 ® x, is an irreducible
reducible

FH-module.

over FH. Hence given any exact sequence

® * (direct

Thus 31

is completely

of FG-modules

0-^Sl--3iG--L—0,
the sequence
splits

splits

over FH. Then by projective

over FG as well. Hence 31

pairing of (G, H), the sequence

is completely

Since 31 was arbitrary,4 H satisfies

reducible

over FG.

(iv).

(iii) =» (i). Suppose that H A G and (G, H) has property p. Let 51 be an
irreducible

FG-module.

By Clifford's

theorem we have

lH=3lj©3l2
where each 31. is an irreducible

©... oK,,

FH-module.

Consider

31.. We have

HomFH(31j, 1H) St HomFG(3lG,31) (see, for example, the proof of (43.14) in [3]).
Now the left-hand
summand

side of this equation

is different

of HEH, and so is the right side.

But by Theorem 1, 31j is completely

ponent of 311 and so Si is H-projective
As 31 was arbitrary,

Thus

reducible

from zero as 31, is a direct

31 is a composition

factor of 31,.

over FG. Therefore

31 is a com-

((2.1) (iii)).

we infer that every irreducible

FG-module is H-projec-

tive. In particular, the trivial FG-module F is H-projective. Hence the vertex of F, namely

a p-Sylow subgroup of G, is contained in H (Green [4]). Thus H satisfies (i).
This

completes

Corollary.

the proof of the theorem.

Let H A G. Then a necessary

to be a projective

pairing

and sufficient

is that every irreducible

To get the case on p-groups

condition

for (G, H)

FG -module is H-projective.

out of the way, we state

the following

theorem

whose proof is easy, and hence omitted.

Theorem 3. Let G be a p-group and F a field of characteristic
of the classes

J, 5\ and C is vacuous

4. Special type of Frobenius

p-nilpotent
classes

Frobenius

p. Then each

over F.

groups. In this section we show that if G is a

group with kernel the normal p-complement, then the three

f, ÍR, £ coincide.

For groups of this type, Wallace's

are important to our investigation.
The following lemma, essentially

results

due to Wallace [13]> determines

[12], [13]
the radical

of such a group.

Lemma 1. Let G = PM, M à G, P n M = 1, bea Frobenius group with kernel
M and complement

teristic

a p-Sylow subgroup

P of G. Then over a field

p,

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Rad FG=( E x) • Rad FP = Rad FP •( E *).
Proof. By Wallace's result (2.4) we have dimp Rad FG = \P\ - 1. Let I be
the subspace of FG spanned by \(2.xeM x)(g - l)| g e P\. Clearly dimp / = \P\ - 1.
Since M A G, we have

y(£Ü\E *-(lZ>!\y>
¿Ye
*WZ
*V yeM,heP.
\xeM J
xm
\xeM )
\xeM j
\xeM J
Therefore for h, g e P and y e M, we have

|_\xeM

/

\*eM

/

\xeM

/

and

17JE
*)(«- Dl*y=T(g
- 1)( E x\J6y- (g-1)*
( E *)y
=[(g/,
-!)-(/, -1)]/E 'WE
\x£M J

xV(g*-l)-(A-l)l.

\xeM /

Thus / is an ideal in FG. But it is well known that Rad FP = (g - l| g e P),
hence / = (^^

x) Rad FP is a nilpotent

ideal of dimension

|P| - 1. This proves

the lemma.
Theorem 4. Let p be an odd prime and P be a p-Sylow subgroup

G = PM, M A G, P O M = 1, is a Frobenius

group with kernel

of G. //

M, then the classes

J, J\ and C are equivalent.

Proof. First we observe that G = M (Wallace [13]) so that by Wallace's

result

(2.5), Rad FG Ç ZÍFG).
Our scheme is to prove the inclusions

? Ç C and %C?,

since

C C 31 always

by Theorem 1.
Suppose that (G, H) is a projective
factorization

pairing. We wish to show H € C. In the

G = PM, pick a p-Sylow subgroup P which is contained in H so

that H = P(H n M), H n M& H. Let

G = (J Hx. and Al- IJ (H n Al)y.
be coset decompositions
Lemma 1, a typical

of G over H and of M over H O Al respectively.

element

r of Rad FG can be written as

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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where a £ Rad FP.

\xeM y

\heHr\M f \j

Let 31 be an irreducible

FH-module.

'J
Since Rad FG is central,

we have for

r £ Rad FG,

3t<

since

=(©Z » ®»4V-0E3i ®v=©z» ®«i

afè,eHnM

31 irreducible

h) £ Rad FH, H being a Frobenius

FH-module.

Thus

31

is completely

group with kernel
reducible

H D M and

over FG.

Since 31 was arbitrary, H £ C.
3\ C ¡P. Let H be a subgroup of G with (G, H) having property p. Then p
divides \H\; fot if not, then FH is semisimple and if S.pjc. is in Rad FG,
p. £ FH, G=

\J.Hx;

coset decomposition

Rad FH = (O) and this implies
p divides

|G|.

of G over H, then each p. £

FG is semisimple,

In the factorization

contrary to our hypothesis

G = PM, pick a p-Sylow

subgroup

that

P such that

P n H is a p-Sylow subgroup of H. Then H = (H ft P) • (H n M) is a Frobenius
group with kernel

H C\ M and complement

P =\J{H
i
be coset decompositions
U-

Hyx-

is a coset

H C\ P. Let

n P)x. and M=U("n
;

of P and M respectively.
decomposition

of G over

M)y;.

We first show that G =
H. To see this,

observe

[G :'h] = [P : H O P][/M:H C\ M], Suppose now that Hy x. = Hyf^,

(xjc^Xx^x-V
Therefore

there exist

xx^y-1)

that

then

£H = (H n P)(H n M).

a £ H C\ P and b £ H n M such that

and this gives ö_1(x.x~1) = èG^x'-'y jc j£ ^7*) _1 e P H M = {l}. Hence
x.*"1 e/ifl P and xkx~ly xx"¿ 1yJ1 £ H O M. This gives i = k and consequently

j = /. Thus

|Hy x.] ate disjoint

and a cardinality

argument proves our

assertion.

Suppose that (G, H) does not have a projective

pairing.

Then there exists

g £ P such that g i H. Write g = h xQ where h £ H n P, xQ 4 1 is in {x.}.
Then by Lemma 1,
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r = (g - 1) | E x\ e Rad FG.
We now have

\x€M

/

*

yX£M y

\xeM

/

= *ft( E *|*o~ Í ¿E *)> since MA G,
P\*eM

/

p\ie//nM

\X€M J

/

\ ,

7

\i6HnM /\,

'/

=Ek f Z Alv„+E[- r *W
Since

ly xÀ ate coset representatives

p, we conclude that hA2he[inMh)
the trivial

//-module.

We then have

(S¿6íínM¿) = 2¿£fínM 1 = |//n
Hence

of G over H and (G, H) has property

and 2¿6íínM/>

are *n **ai* ^*

F • (2, efínA1¿>)= 0. In particular,

Al|, which is a contradiction,

(G, H) is a projective

^ow ^et ^ ^e

pairing

and this completes

0=1«

since (\H DAl|,p) = l.
the proof of the

theorem.
Remark.

It should be observed

that for the inclusion

5v C ? we only require

G to be p-nilpotent.
5. Extensions

by groups of orders prime to p. In the last two sections

showed the equivalence
now extend the class

lengthy repetitions

Definition

of the classes

?, 51 and C for two classes

of groups for which

? = 31 = C. To save space

we

of groups. We
and avoid

we make

5. A finite group G is called a PRC-group

over F if

?(G, F) = St(G,F) = C{G,F).
Trivially,

if p-j^Gl,

then G is PRC over F; each class

being all subgroups

of G.

We start with

Lemma2. If H à G, then Rad FH Ç Rad FG.
Proof. Let 3Äbe an irreducible FG-module. Since H A G, Clifford's theorem
gives 3EH = © 2¿3l.,

each 3K being an irreducible

FH-module.

We then have

I • (Rad FH) = 1H • (Rad FH) - © 2.31 .(Rad FÍ7)= 0. Since 1 is arbitrary, we
obtain the desired

result.

We next prove
Theorem 5. An extension
(p = characteristic

of a PRC-group

by a group with order prime to p

F) is a PRC-group.
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Proof.

Let G be an extension

of a PRC-group

L by a p -group. We wish to

show 9(G, F) = %G, F) = e(G, F).
Since

C C 51 always by Theorem 1, it is sufficient

to show !rCC

and 31 C j.

j(G, F) C C(G, F). Let H be a subgroup of G with (G, H) a projective pairing
and let 31 be an irreducible FH-module. Then H D P, a p-Sylow subgroup of G;
which is also a p-Sylow subgroup of L since [G : L] is prime to p. Since

L A C,

H Ct L à H and so Clifford's theorem yields 3lHnL»©S.3l.,
where each 31. is an
irreducible P(H C\ L)-module. By the hypothesis for L, since H Cl L D P = a pSylow subgroup of L, each 31. is completely
(G, L) is a projective
pletely

reducible

pairing.

Therefore

over FG. This shows

reducible

over FL. Now L A G and

by Theorem 2, each 31. = (31. )G is com(3tHnij)

=©2.31.

is completely

re-

ducible over FG.
Now (H, H O L) is a projective

pairing.

Therefore,

by Higman's

(ii), 31 is a component of (3lHf)L) . This in turn implies that 31
of the completely
complete

reducible

reducibility

FG-module

(3lHnL)

criteria

(2.1)

is a component

= (3^HnL) ) , thus proving its

over FG. .

Since 31 was arbitrary, H £ C(G, F).
JUG, F) C j(G, F). Let H be a subgroup of G with (G, H) having property
p. Let P be a p-Sylow subgroup

of G such that H O P is a p-Sylow subgroup

H. Now H O L is a normal subgroup of H and HP\L~2HnP=a
Therefore

is transitive

Theorem

2 gives

property

erty p for (G, H n L).
Suppose now that S.p.x.
IJ.(H

p for the pair

and (G, H) has property

H L)x. is a coset

(ff, H Ci L). Since property

p by hypothesis,

of

p-Sylow of H.

consequently

p

we get prop-

e Rad FL with p. e F(H O L), where L =

decomposition

to be some of the coset representatives

of L over H O L. We may also take

of G over H C\ L. Since

fx.i

L A G, Rad FL

Ç Rad FG by Lemma 2 and so S.pjc. e Rad FG, p. e F(H n L). By above
(G, HOL)

has property

p, hence each p. is in Rad F(H n L). This gives prop-

erty p for (L, H n L).
By hypothesis
hence

H, contains

for L, (L, H O L) is a projective

pairing.

Hence H n L, and

a p-Sylow subgroup of L, which is also a p-Sylow subgroup of

G. Thus H e 9(G, P).
This is what we wanted to prove.

Corollary1. // P A G, then 9(G, F) = %G, F) = C(G, F).
Proof.

Clear from Theorem 3.

Corollary 2. // Rad FG Ç Z(FG) and p is odd then G is PRC.
Proof. By Wallace's result (2.5), L = G'P is a Frobenius group with kernel
G', the derived group of G, P being a p-Sylow subgroup of G. But L is a PRC-
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group by Theorem 4 and ([G : L], p) = 1, so the above theorem is applicable.

Corollary 3. // G is supersolvable, then AC f.
Proof. If p is the highest prime dividing |G|, then P A G and Corollary 1
above applies.

On the other hand, if p is the smallest

is p-nilpotent,
following

since it is supersolvable

Theorem 4. Suppose

In this case there exists

prime divisor of G then G

(Scott [8, p. 158]) and 3v C ? by the remark

now that p is an intermediate

a normal p-nilpotent

subgroup

We observe

that using well-known

of K by a p'-group.

By the

F) by the above theorem.

results

in Frobenius

(see, for example, Scott [8, p. 358]) one can obtain several

In particular

of |G|.

K of G (Sylow Tower

Theorem, see Scott [8, p. 158]) and G is an extension

remark following Theorem 4, 3v(K, F) Ç j(G,

prime divisor

groups and complements

types of PRC-groups.

we have

Corollary 4. If \G\ = p • q, p, q being primes, or if \G\ = pq , p -^q —1, then
G is a PRC-group.
We omit the proof.
6. Extensions
groups.

of p-groups.

In this section we further extend the class of PRC-

In fact, we prove that an extension

of a p-group by a PRC-group

is a PRC-

group.

Let H < G. We denote by ®C(W) the ideal in FG generated by \h - 11 h e H\.
Similarly if / is an ideal in FG, the set ig e G | g - 1 el] is denoted by ®^ (/).
It is easy to check that
if (p: FG —»F(G/H)

®g (/) is a normal subgroup

is the map obtained

of G. It is well known that

by extending

the canonical

map G —»

G/H (H A G) to FG by linearity, then Ker <p= ®G(W) and so Fie/H)

SS

FG/®C(H).
We start with

Lemma 3. Let P be a p-Sylow subgroup of G. Then
®~1(RadFG)

= coreG(P).

Proof. Let A = ©jHRad FG) = \g e G | g - 1 e Rad FG\. Then A A G, since
Rad FG is a two-sided ideal in FG. Since core P A G, by Lemma 2,
Rad(F(core

P)) - (g - 1 | g e cote P) Ç Rad FG. Thus for each g e core P, g - 1 e

Rad FG and so core P Ç_A.
Now let g € A. Then g - 1 is nilpotent,
Rad FH is not 0. In such a case,
p. Since

\H\ = |g|,

so by Lagrange's

so if // = (g) then // is abelian

and

it is well known that H has an element in order
theorem,

p divides

\g\. Thus for each

g eA, p divides |g|. Suppose \A\ = pbm, (p, m) = 1. If m > 1 then A will have
elements

with orders prime to p, contrary to what we have proved above. Therefore
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m = 1 and A is a p-group. Since A is a normal subgroup of G and core P ÇA,
we have A = core P. This proves the lemma.

Theorem 6. Let H < G such that (G, H) has property

Proof. If the assertion
g i H. Write G = UHx¿:

of the theorem is false then there is a g £ core P and
coset decomposition

of G over H. Let g = hx. fot some

h £H and some x. 4 1. By Lemma 3, g - 1 = ¿x.-l
has property

p. Then H 2 core P.

• 1 eRad FG. Since (G, H)

p, we must have h, I £ Rad FH, which is impossible

and we are

done.
Before we come to the main theorem, we need
Lemma 4. Leí I be a nilpotent

ideal in a ring R and <"&:R —»R/l

the natural

map. If Rad R denotes the nilpotent radical of R, then c/>(RadR) = Rad (/?//).
Proof. We always have 0(Rad R) C Rad (P.//). For the reverse inclusion,

suppose a + / £ Rad(R//),
ab + I is nilpotent.
/ = /. Therefore

potency

(ab)m £ I. Since

of ab. Since

Rad(R//).

a £ R. Then for each b + / £ R/l, (a + ¡){b + l) -

Thus there is an integer

m such that («& + l)m = (fle)m +

/ is nilpotent

b in R was arbitrary,

by hypothesis,

this yields

nil-

a £ Rad R and <p(a) = a + I £

This proves the lemma.

Remark.

In fact, we proved a little more than what is asserted

ment of the lemma. We showed that a + I is in Rad (R/l)

in the state-

if and only if a is in

Rad R.
We are now in a position
Theorem

to prove the main theorem of this section.

7. Any extension

G of a p-group

Proof. Once again we show J c£

A by a PRC-group

is PRC.

and 9v Ç J. Let G be an extension

of a

p-group A by a PRC-group. Hence A A G and G/A is PRC.
?(G, F) Ç C(G, F). Let (G, H) be a projective

pairing.

Then H contains

a p-

Sylow subgroup of G and hence contains A. Since A A H, ®A(A) C Rad FH by
Lemma 2 and so if 31 is an irreducible

FH-module,

31 and 31 can be regarded as an irreducible
(G/A,

H/A) is a projective

pairing,

each a £ A acts trivially

FÍH/A)-module.

hence, since

on

Now clearly

G/A is PRC, the induced

F(G/A)-module 3lG,/A =31 ®F,H/A) F(G/A) is completely reducible, over
F(G/A).

Since a £ A acts trivially

on 31, we can view 3lG/

as an FG-module

in a natural way by defining (« ® Ag) • h = (n ® Ag) • A£, n 6 31, g, b £ G.
Define <b:3lG/A —»3lG by 0(» ® Ag) = n ® g and extend by linearity. Since

<pU«® Ag)h) = <p((n® Ag)Ah) = <b(n® Agi) = n ® gè

= (w® g)¿ = <M«® Ag) • h
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<b is 1-1 and onto, tp is an FG-isomorphism.

Thus 31 is completely reducible over FG implying H e C(G, F).
?(G, F) Ç ?(G, F). Suppose that (G, //) has property p. Then H 2 core P 2 A>
by Theorem 6. Let <p: G —♦G/A be the natural map. We extend <p to FG by
linearity.
Let G = U-H*\JXH/A)Hxí

be a coset decomposition

is a coset decomposition

of G over if. Then G/A =

of G/A over f//A.

We show that {G/A,

H/A) has property p.

Suppose that 2¿pj.Ax¿ is in Rad F(G/A), where p'. e F(H/A). There exist

pf € Ff7 such that rp(p¿)= p¿ for all i. Thus f^(2.p.x.) = 2¿p^.A*¿e Rad F(G/A)
= Rad (FG/®g(A)). Since ®G(A) Ç Rad FG, Lemma 4 is applicable and we conclude that 2.p.x. e Rad FG, with p. e FH. By hypothesis, (G, H) has property
p, so each p¿ e Rad FH. Thus each p'. = <p(p.) € rp(Rad F//) = Rad FÍH/A). This
yields property p for the pair (G/A, H/A).
Now by hypothesis
pairing and therefore

G/A is a PRC-group; hence
H/A

contains

a p-Sylow subgroup of G. Thus Í/3P

{G/A, H/A) is a projective

a p-Sylow subgroup

P/A

and G/A,

and ,(G, //) is a projective

P being

pairing.

This completes the proof of the theorem.
This gives another proof of Corollary 1 to Theorem 5.

Corollary. // P A G, then G is PRC.
We observe

that using the above theorem and easy known results

theory one can prove that all groups of order p
conditions

(contrast

Remark.

Corollary

4 to Theorem

We do not know whether

even whether an extension

• q are PRC without any extra

5).

an extension

of PRC by PRC is PRC or

of a p -group by a p-group is PRC. However,

easily be seen that the direct product of two PRC-groups
7. Example.
the equivalence

equivalent

In the previous
of the three

on group

sections

classes

we gave some sufficient

J, Â and C

it can

is a PRC-group.

That, in general,

conditions

for

they are not

is shown by the following example, which, in fact, shows that projective

pairing does not imply property p. Since C is a subclass
that projective

of 3\, this would mean

pairing also does not imply the complete reducibility

of induced

modules.
Let G = A., H = A. and p = characteristic
alternating

group on n symbols.

{G, H) is a projective

of F = 3, where A

Since H contains

denotes the

a 3-Sylow subgroup of G,

pairing over F. We show that (G, H) cannot have property

p. We may take F to be a splitting field for G.
It is well known that over the complex field,

sentations,

say,

Ty T2, Ty T4, T5 of degrees

A, has five irreducible

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 respectively.
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mod 3, it follows from the results

of Brauer and Nesbitt (Theorem 1 of [2] and a

remark on p. 936 together with Theorem 5 of [l]) that T., T2, T., T. remain irreducible while

T5 * T. + T^. Since A, has four 3-regular classes,

the irreducible

representations

these are all

of A, over the field F of characteristic

3.

Now by Brauer and Nesbitt's result (2.6) dimF (Rad FAj = 60 (l2 + 32+32+42) = 25.
Also since

H = A. is a Frobenius

group with complement a 3-Sylow subgroup

of H, Wallace's result (2.4) gives dimp(Rad FA^ = 3-1=2.
Now if (G, H) has
property p» then we must have Rad FG Ç (Rad FH)FG. This yields

dimF (Rad FG) < dimF (Rad FH) • [G : H].
That is, we must have 25 < 2 • 5 = 10, which is impossible.

have property

Incidentally,

in this case property

(G, H) has property
|G| = 2

Thus (G, H) cannot

p.
p does imply projective

p then 3 divides

pairing;

for if

\H\ and since 3 occurs to the first power in

• 3 • 5, H would contain a 3-Sylow subgroup of G. This example also

shows that in Theorem

5 we cannot drop the normality

of L: A. has a subgroup

A4 with j(A4, F) = J\(A4, F) = *2(A4, F), since A4 is Frobenius group with 3Sylow subgroup as complement,

and [A. : A ,] = 5 with (3, 5) = 1.
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